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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

7-23-2019 "The Real Meaning of ‘Send Her Back!’ To Before: the Times before
they lost the Cure for Cancer in Vietnam 1968... 

7-23-2019 NY Times editors talk to the Pink Dead from 1968 to 2019 No Way!
They asked 16,000 Readers to Shared Their Experiences of Being Told to ‘Go
Back’ having nothing to do with losing the cure for (Pink) cancers in 1968 Vietnam. 

7-23-2019 Trump; Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD you are hired... "Diagnosis Pink
Manhattan Project" at Los Alamos! 

2002 to 2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders at Los Alamos with this 'Diagnosis' Netflix a
Manhattan Project. Diagnosis of the 2002 Ford WindmillCAR driven to Dr. Lisa
Sanders with $7 Trillion from Trump Gas Stations World Wide. Manhattan Projects
with Rich 'Diagnosis' that gets the A-Bomb and does not fire Oppenheimer's, grin.
Click Here for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Director of Los Alamos Manhattan 'Diagnosis'
Project. Video 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/magazine/diagnosis-tv-netflix-lisa-sanders.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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7-23-2019 NY Times Today; Why can’t Con Edison simply deliver more power?
Edison turned off 30,000 homes, their A/C and ice box yesterday. Why can’t Con
Edison simply deliver more power because the Gasoline Revenues War and the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR kept 'Secret' by the editors at the NY Times. On weekends,
most people are at home, in different neighborhoods. In New York City, the record
for weekend demand for electricity had been 11,855 megawatts, Mr. Drury said.
On Sunday, he said, “we blew past that.” The peak was 12,063 megawatts. The
accessories on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's will give Edison 99,000 megawatts.
This is NYC, Fifty thousand customers lost electricity on Sunday, many of them in
Brooklyn, where Con Edison purposely shut off some power to relieve stress and
turn off 50K A/C and ice box. Overnight Winds and hail left more than 200,000
people without power in New Jersey... Mandy Miles just got back from Jersey and
wrote up people wearing ear buds not being social. Sounds like people were not
inventive enough for Winds and hail knocking out their electricity. 

Kim Jong-un Inspects New Submarine That Could Increase Range of Missiles,
Jimmy Carter helps inspect the Sub 

Afghanistan Recoils at Trump’s Comments About Destroying the Country killing 100
million only way to end the war! Both sides ruled out the 2019 Ford windmillCAR to
win the War with Mecca, Allah, Moslems... Jews too ruled out using the 2019 Ford
WindmillCar to win the war with Moslems! 

1,001 Florida Women are Fined $100 a Day by Code for Violations while gas
stations are City Hall War Crimes, Supreme Court is Watching the Outcome of Gas
Stations and Fines for feeding the Cats by City Hall Click here long long article!
$$$ 

https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/politics/2019/07/19/florida-city-hits-homeowners-massive-penalties-supreme-court-excessive-fines/1691703001/
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7-23-2019 City Hall addicted to $4 Gas and $4,000 dollar fine for feeding the
cats. Excessive Greed by the City! "Falling Trust in Government Makes It Harder
to Solve Problems, like War and War on Cancers, Americans Say" By MATT
STEVENS Trust is not the right word, its Greed for $$$ the Almighty Dollars.
City is influenced by the riches of the Palace's in Mecca and Qatar, City Hall trips
to the Qatar Trump Casino's all over the Moslem world them coming back to Key
West $$$. Mind Blowing riches $$$ Government employees buy more Florida
lottery tickets than most people. There are no government employees work on a
Nobel Novel in Key West or Miami. Alcoholics need a Rx Recipe shot for Rabies,
Alcoholic are Rabid Dogs biting everyone for a drink the right to drink and smoke.
Trump with Kim walked out on a Nobel in Medicine for sanctions on Tobacco, Wow! 

7-23-2019 City Hall will put in a toll Booth for Duval Key West... The Last Toll
Collectors. "Cashless tolling technology has reduced traffic and idling, but it is also
replacing the sentries of the country’s roads." By WINNIE HU 

7-23-2019 City Hall Bike Light Laws from City Hall - Steal your light then your
bike - Your Eaton Bike Light is in my Eyes not pointing down to the bike path,
idiot. Do you drive a car at night with bright's? "Flashing Your Headlights? You’re
Probably Sending the Wrong Signals" "There are no universally accepted, consistent
standards for using headlights to communicate. “It means something different to
everybody,” one expert said." By CHRISTOPHER MELE 

7-23-2019 City Hall Fights Murder of the Wife for Warriors Rights, VFW Drunks
road kill. "Domestic Violence Needs Criminal Justice Reform, Too" "The criminal
justice system isn’t stopping intimate partner violence. It might be making it
worse." By LEIGH GOODMARK Send in the Marine Generals I wrote about on this
web yesterday. They are at the Gas Station not at Starbucks hanging out counting
on $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for Mecca to fuel the Top Brass at 1984 HQ.
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West Point cadets today get to write the Novel Utopian how to end domestic
violence in the USA, yes they have to put Prince Robert Kennedy Jr and Mary
Kennedy and their 5 kids in one chapter. Oh this is for West Point Medical School
Students not cadets. These kids are going to Qatar. There is no domestic murder
in Qatar, ask the editors of the NY Times. 

7-23-2019 City Hall Pakistan, Prince Salman just gave the guy $6 Billion in CASH
to buy gas. "1984 Goings on letting women in Pakistan Drive a CAR; a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR! Gulalai Ismail has been celebrated around the world for
groundbreaking work helping women and girls. Pakistan considers her an enemy of
the state." 100 million women and girls in Pakistan would be driving a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR today if not for Jimmy Carter getting the Nobel Peace Prize for
building a fleet of Nuke subs. 
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7-23-2019 Using 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects to invent a LED light built
into the road. The Pentagon must have done this already somewhere and we can
tweak it... 

7-23-2019 Using headlights to communicate with other drivers! Bike lights in Key
West don't point to the path they shine their lights in your eyes... 

7-23-2019 Using 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects to invent a LED light built
into the road. The Pentagon must have done this already somewhere and we can
tweak it for all roads with radar in the USA on 1 Click Amazon IP invention
projects links with specs and genius tutors. Oh in a Hemingway Nobel Novel too.
Can you see Hemingway driving drunk at night in Key West with bright lights
flashing drunk... 

7-23-2019 "With the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR the United States Vie for Power in
the USA, buy back the USA from Saudi Arabia, Qatar, United Arab Emirates" By
RONEN BERGMAN and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK In the Port of Boston Kerry is
shipping pallets of cash from Boston and Miami gas stations to Mecca. Recording
obtained by The New York Times of a cellphone call with the Qatari ambassador to
Somalia. Cell phone calls by Kerry to all the gas stations in the USA, no call to
Greg in Key West with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. 
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7-23-2019 With Guns, Cash and Terrorism, Gulf States Vie for Power in Somalia.
In a battle for influence, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates have both sent
money and weapons to Somalia. A secret recording suggests that militants may be
working with the Qataris." By RONEN BERGMAN and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK The
port in Bosaso, Somalia, is managed by an Emirati company. A recent attack there
may have been carried out to advance the interests of Qatar and to drive out the
Emiratis. 

7-23-2019 Somalia Qatar, Emirates are responsible for Gas Stations in Miami and
Boston fueling the USA when 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's should be the fuel of the
USA 

7-23-2019 “Somalia is an important partner for the state of Qatar, but we do not
interfere in their internal affairs.”In the telephone interview, Mr. al-Muhanadi
blamed the Emiratis for the trouble in Somalia. “Just talk to our friends from the
simple people of Somalia,” he said. “They know that the Emiratis are responsible
for destruction.” 

7-23-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at her desk
with a Mac Book Pro is not speculation. Getting Dr. Lisa Sanders MD a super
computer at Los Alamos and a Mac Book Pro at every Starbucks in Paris and the
USA is... $$$. Oil's Money is riches beyond belief that will fuel 1,001 Nobel in
Medicine and as many Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel in Medicine Novels
with 1 Click Amazon links to their specs with genius tutors of 'Diagnosis'
Masterminds with $777 Trillion in oil revenues all illegal since way before 2002. 
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7-23-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; ‘Diagnosis’ Column Is Now a Netflix
Documentary Series Aug. 16, 2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders is an associate professor at
the Yale University School of Medicine who also writes about medical mysteries for
The New York Times Magazine. Her column, which she has written since 2002, 

2002 to 2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders at Los Alamos with this 'Diagnosis' Netflix a
Manhattan Project. Diagnosis of the 2002 Ford WindmillCAR driven to Dr. Lisa
Sanders with $7 Trillion from Trump Gas Stations World Wide. Manhattan Projects
with Rich 'Diagnosis' that gets the A-Bomb and does not fire Oppenheimer's, grin.
Click Here for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Director of Los Alamos Manhattan 'Diagnosis'
Project. Video 

7-23-2019 How Much is a Manhattan Project Worth? $11 Trillion!! Editors’ Picks.
How Much Is a View Worth in Manhattan? Try $11 Million. When a group of loft
owners were confronted with a proposed tower that would have blotted out their
views, they gave a developer $11 million to not build. 

7-23-2019 Trump; Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD you are hired... "Diagnosis
Manhattan Project" at Los Alamos! 

7-23-2019 Mecca 2019 Riches beyond belief $777 Trillion! Thanks to Mr.
Netanyahu, his oil Blood Money Payments from Prince Salman for 100's of Bone
Saw murders $$$ 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/magazine/diagnosis-tv-netflix-lisa-sanders.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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7-23-2019 Rabies is the most lethal disease known. The virus enters the body at
the time of a bite. It then begins to travel up nerves toward the brain. In
humans, once it reaches the brain stem, usually after about two weeks, but
perhaps months later, it starts to cause excessive salivation, convulsions, impaired
movement, sensitivity to light and noise, and sometimes avoidance of water. Once
symptoms appear, it is nearly 100 percent fatal. But it can be prevented even if a
person is infected with the virus. A series of shots, given before symptoms appear,
can stop the virus in its tracks. 

7-23-2019 NY Times didn't write what these shots were " A series of shots,
given before symptoms appear, can stop the virus in its tracks." but it's worth a 1
Click Amazon invention projects link to get everyone to take these shots before the
dog bite if they are safe. 

7-23-2019 But it wasn’t until Pasteur developed his vaccine more than a century
ago that anything could be done. Neuroscientists have even adapted a disabled
version of the virus to study how the brain works, because the virus predictably
travels through nerve and brain cells, synapse by synapse. 

7-23-2019 AMA Study of ownership of 2019 Ford WindmillCar's on crime, grin.
"The study, published Monday in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine,
examined firearm ownership on a state-by-state level from 1990 to 2016. It
found that while firearm ownership was associated with rates of gun homicide
involving intimate partners and other family members, there was no significant
association between gun ownership rates and the rates of other kinds of gun
homicide, such as those involving friends, acquaintances and strangers." 
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7-23-2019 City Hall; at the criminal justice system isn’t stopping intimate partner
violence. And it might even be making it worse!! In a 1984 Society with millions of
iPhones in her hands. by Leigh Goodmark is a professor of law at the University of
Maryland, Baltimore and the author of “Decriminalizing Domestic Violence: A
Balanced Policy Approach to Intimate Partner Violence.” iPhone caller ID at Star
Wars and GPS Google Maps for Domestic War's. Sign of the Times, Smile cameras
at work 1984 and Star Wars. Galaxy Edge at Disney. New Disney Movie on
Domestic Violence will not be ordered by Prince Salman for Saudi Arabia, grin.
"Bone Saw Wife's" is the title of the New Disney Movie. 
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7-22-2019 Mecca-Trump Auto Sales. Certain that he it was enjoying the
protection of President Trump himself, and that he had the president’s full
support, give it some more gas... grand theft auto. 

7-22-2019 Trump-USA Gas Stations in Venice; are super gravity of 'code
violations.' 

7-22-2019 Japans lead in super computers must have been for war toys; Failure to
win a super majority thwarts one of Mr. Abe’s signature goals. The Constitution
calls for the renunciation of war, and Mr. Abe has long stated his desire to change
it to allow Japan to strengthen its military. Mr. Abe in an otherwise victorious
election, his coalition did not secure the number of seats needed to fulfill his long-
cherished ambition of revising a pacifist Constitution that has been in place since
American occupiers created it in 1947. 500 Super Computers in Japan and no Salk
II Edison II Pasteur II No Miracle cure's like Penicillin. Japan a difficult place to
build a base of new, exciting Rx Recipe Miracle Cure's with 500 Super Computers. 
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7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, that a new war was brewing among
New York’s five Mafia families... over gas station money and 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR sales. Trump Auto Sales. Certain that he was enjoying the protection
of President Trump himself, and that he had the president’s full support,” 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, Trillion in oil revenues decisional
obsession with riches beyond belief and the fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke subs
for $13 Trillion, decisional obsession of Nuke Subs with so many Nukes for a Nobel
Peace Prize winner. French Defence Minister Florence Parly tweeted the
announcement on Monday, describing the discovery as a "relief and technical feat".
Fifty-two sailors were on board the Minerve when it vanished near the port of
Toulon, on the French south coast, in January 1968. Previous efforts to find the
submarine were all unsuccessful. The final discovery was made by a boat belonging
to private US company Ocean Infinity. Jews Universe Infinity find the first of
trillions of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. The missing submarine was found 45km (30
miles) from Toulon. 
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7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, Mecca Gas Stations which were
first disclosed by NBC News in control of $777 Trillion dollars $$$ 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, Marine Generals pulling into the
Gas Station in Mecca, pay for gas. $$$ Marine Corps Orders Duncan Hunter to
Stop Using Emblem on Political Mailers. Duncan Hunter wore the United States
Marine Corps’ iconic Eagle, Globe and Anchor emblem on his uniform for years when
he deployed multiple times to Iraq and Afghanistan. But that evidently did not give
him license to put it on his campaign materials more than a decade later. Mr.
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Hunter, a Republican who has represented a conservative and heavily military
district near San Diego since 2009, sent out a mailer this month attacking his
opponent and some of his colleagues as radicals and terrorist sympathizers. On the
envelope was the official United States Marine Corps emblem. This week, the
California congressman got a letter from the Marine Corps telling him he did not
have permission to use the symbol and should stop immediately. The Marines said
the Eagle, Globe and Anchor emblem was a registered trademark, along with the
phrase “No better friend, no worse enemy,” which also appeared on the campaign
materials. “We thereby request your campaign immediately remove the emblem and
the phrase from its mailers,” said the letter, which was first disclosed by NBC
News. 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, Mecca Gas Stations which were
first disclosed by NBC News in control of $777 Trillion dollars $$$ 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. “We
can’t appear to endorse them,” Jessica O’Haver, director of the Marine Corps
Trademark Licensing Office, said at the time. “We don’t currently license
nonprofits and charities, especially if they’re promoting a political cause.” 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, Homeland Security with 19,000
dead in 2019. Marine Generals play with their logo's. "She Went to Court to Save
Her Daughter. Days Later, the 3-Year-Old Was Dead. The death of Autumn
Coleman, whose father is accused of trapping her in a burning car, has renewed
calls to examine how decisions in Family Court can turn deadly." By NIKITA
STEWART Bone Saw domestic fights between Saudi Arabia Men and USA women
are mostly censored from the NY Times... trapping her in a burning car... when
there are no gas stations world wide. About 700 children have been killed by their
parents during a divorce or separation since 2008. May 5, firefighters were called
to a gruesome scene not far from Ms. Coleman’s co-op apartment in Queens. Mr.
Pereira’s Audi had been set ablaze, with Autumn strapped in a car seat in the
back. 
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7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; Artificial General Intelligence, or A.G.I., a
machine that can do anything the human brain can do. 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; Human Marine Generals sold gas stations to
everyone in the World when the 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR would have made
Key West richer than Mecca and Qatar... 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; Artificial General Intelligence, or A.G.I., Bill
and Melinda Gates are war criminals, Marine Generals just followed orders to sell
gasoline $$$, grin. 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, 5 Kids of Mary Kennedy burned to
death by Robert Kennedy Jr. Saved by the Judge who ruled Robert Kennedy Jr
can have the kids, Mary Hanged in the Kennedy Barn. Rich beyond belief, Robert
Kennedy Jr. Trump waiting for him to arrive at the Trump Tower after he became
President. How many kids does Prince Salman have? 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, Mary Kennedy hanged in the
Kennedy barn, fire fighters were called to a gruesome scene... Longtime Manhattan
District Attorney, Dies at 99. 99 years of domestic violence. Will changing the
guardian laws in Saudi Arabia increase of decrease the stats on murder and torture
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of wife's? Would the 1980 Jimmy Carter Ford WindmillCars have saved 10's of
thousands of wife's world wide? Social engineer made headlines today in the NY
Times about Saudi Arabia is going to change the guardianship laws... to what Many
and Robert Kennedy Jr. had with 5 kids and ended with Mary Hanged in the
Kennedy Barn instead of the Saudi Palace? 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; ‘Diagnosis’ Column Is Now a Netflix
Documentary Series Aug. 16, 2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders is an associate professor at
the Yale University School of Medicine who also writes about medical mysteries for
The New York Times Magazine. Her column, which she has written since 2002, 

2002 to 2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders at Los Alamos with this 'Diagnosis' Netflix a
Manhattan Project. Diagnosis of the 2002 Ford WindmillCAR driven to Dr. Lisa
Sanders with $7 Trillion from Trump Gas Stations World Wide. Manhattan Projects
with Rich 'Diagnosis' that gets the A-Bomb and does not fire Oppenheimer's, grin.
Click Here for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Director of Los Alamos Manhattan 'Diagnosis'
Project. Video 

100-employee company, 100,000 

7-22-2019 The Manhattan Projects Engine speculation, N.Y. Power Outages: After
50,000 Lose Electricity, 5 billion lost several Los Alamos Manhattan Projects
waiting for the H-Bombs to get off the assembly lines. So much and even internet
pictures of H-Bombs on their assembly line yet the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is
'Secret!' 

7-22-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; speculation, 

7-21-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; Teach literacy in the USA, go ahead and

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/magazine/diagnosis-tv-netflix-lisa-sanders.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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upgrade from Win 10 to this super computer. Become super computer literate.
Search Google for all the current super computer simulations that are mind games
of known stats and what happens when... crunched. Now think of your Rx Recipes,
no Google will not find any in a search! 

7-21-2019 Dr. Putin MD. In Retirement. 

7-21-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is Ivanka!! She is thinking of the Pink Coup for
Breast Cancer and her Nobel in Medicine for this. 

7-21-2019 "The Real Meaning of ‘Send Her Back!’ Before: to the Times before
they lost the Cure for Cancer in Vietnam 

7-21-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is; FBI agents were murdered by cardiac arrest
and cancers. Government perks gave them immunity from Code Fines for feeding
the cat $90, grin. Supreme Court .City Hall Code Fines are War Crimes when the
Gravity engine fuel is gas stations in times of GE super conductivity -254 C cold
windmill turbines, yes GE is still selling the old out of date 12 Volt Windmill
Turbines 
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7-21-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is Mr. Trump. “Wouldn’t that set off a Breast-
Ovary Cancer War in this country?” he asked. Will Sudan’s Revolution Succeed
before Ivanka gets the Rx Recipe Latte for a Breast Cancer cure all stages of
breast cancer in 8 days at Starbucks? Trump gets up and walks out!! Yelling Sudan
has Oil $$$. 

7-21-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is A/C War's. Heat Wave NYC: Live Updates as
Dangerous Temperatures Arrive By RICK ROJAS and MICHAEL GOLD Window A/C
the size of a Mac Book Pro and runs all day and night giving you A/C every time
you open the lid. This has been invented but not written up in the NY Times Heat
Wave in NYC. 

7-21-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is A/C for Workers in Spain’s Strawberry Fields
Speak Out on Abuse of inventors at MIT robot contest every year not building a
Strawberry MIT Robot to harvest Strawberry's. 
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7-21-2019 The 'Gravity Engine' is on the front page of the Sunday NY Times; "A
Picture of a Food App Delivery Guy" walking down the street" this is why Starbucks
will no longer sell the NY Times!! Food App Delivery Guy's picture on the front page
of the Sunday NY Times $7.00. No Sale, grin. 

7-21-2019 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects delivered in NYC.
The riders, once you’re tuned in to them, are everywhere, gliding by stoically,
usually on electric bikes, wearing their precious cargo on their backs: the silent
swarm of tens of thousands of workers for apps like Seamless and GrubHub and
Uber Eats and Caviar and DoorDash and Postmates, crisscrossing the city to
gratify New Yorkers’ insatiable need for burgers and pad thai and chicken tikka
masala delivered in minutes... 


